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Abstract: With road freight transport continuing to dominate global freight transport operations,
there is increasing pressure on the freight transport industry and its stakeholders to address concerns
over its sustainability. This paper adopts a systematic review to examine the academic literature on
road freight transport sustainability between 2001 and 2018. Using content and thematic analysis,
the paper identifies and categorises sustainability intervention mechanisms providing useful insights
on key research applications areas and continental distribution of sustainable road freight transport
(SRFT) research. In addition to the six-overarching sustainability intervention mechanism themes
identified: decoupling, Information and Communications Technology (ICT), modality, operations,
policy, and other, future research can explore the effectiveness of different interventions mechanisms
identified in this study to improve sustainable practices across different continents.
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1. Introduction

Despite its importance to economic growth and prosperity, there are valid concerns relating to
the sustainability of road freight transportation in terms of safety, efficiency, and health implications.
These concerns are reflected in the contemporary road freight transport literature [1–6].

Accordingly, there is increasing pressure on stakeholders to address externalities emanating from
freight transport operations across a variety of landscapes including urban, inter-urban, and rural
landscapes. For example, in Europe, road freight transport sustainability is a priority for the European
Commission (EC) with initiatives like MERCURIO, ERTRAC, KOMODA, and FIDEUS highlighting
the commitment of the supranational and State level actors to addressing road freight transport
sustainability. Academically, authors [6–8] have explored various sustainability initiatives in the
road freight sector with insights on policy approaches, multi-stakeholder involvement, and modal
integration planning. These initiatives represent some of the different mechanisms employed to
intervene and tackle road freight externalities. For example, the literature investigates and discusses
the idea of green corridor infrastructure for road freight transportation [9], other studies [1,10,11]
have explored applications of information and communication technology (ICT) to aid sustainable
road freight operations, whilst other studies discuss policy loopholes and freight energy management
strategies [12].

Intervention mechanisms represent efforts, tools, and approaches that are theory or practice
informed to address specific challenges. These capture not only the vitality of research inquiries into
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sustainable road freight transport but also highlight the complexity of the field. A resulting implication
of this complexity is a lack of knowledge congruence which can negatively impact the development
of research collaboration and efficiency [13]. Further, the literature is yet to address the impact of
contextual limitations on the adoption of specific intervention mechanisms and this can have interesting
impact for strategic planning amongst freight transport stakeholders. For example, green corridor
initiatives can be considered as Pan-European, with conceptual and pragmatic acceptance across the
European community. However, limitations relating to infrastructure or regional mobility may affect
their adoption outside of Europe, for instance the absence of such regional cooperation in Africa or
Southern America limits the pragmatism of such an initiative in these regions and thus highlights
potential knowledge gaps concerning relationships between contexts and intervention mechanisms.
The purpose of this paper extends to examining the focus of the literature as well as providing
some guidance for optimising future research and practice across different regions. In this regard,
the objective of this paper is to provide a synthesized account of the literature on sustainable road
freight transport (SRFT) interventions offering some insight on the main SRFT research streams,
taxonomies, as well as insights on the contextual implications for SRFT intervention mechanisms.
Such outcomes can improve future research synergy and collaboration, support strategic planning and
offer useful reference for future research.

To achieve our objective, the following research questions were posed:

1. What are the main intervention mechanisms advanced in peer-reviewed publications on sustainable
road freight transport?

2. What implications do regional contexts have on the adoption of different intervention mechanisms?

Addressing these questions through a critical review of the literature will advance the significance
of sustainable road freight transport as a critical area of research in the logistics and supply chain
sustainability literature. Additionally, it will address current knowledge gaps on the relationship
between intervention mechanisms and geographical contexts, with implications for future research
and practice. The rest of this paper is organised as follows: Section 2 presents a discussion of systematic
literature reviews in management research; Sections 3 and 4 describe the methodology and analysis
approaches for the study; whilst Section 5 presents the study discussions. Finally, our concluding
statements and directions for future research are presented in Section 6.

2. Systematic Literature Reviews

The use of systematic reviews in the social sciences and specifically management research
has significantly developed in the last decade with increasing acceptance across ontological and
epistemological divides [14]. As knowledge converges and develops towards complementary methods
in the social sciences, the pillars of reliability and apposition are increasingly important [15]. It has been
advocated that systematic reviews help to map relevant intellectual territories that identify how and
where the literature base can benefit from further studies, i.e., the identification of research gaps [14].
Whereas others take a more instructive approach [16], calling for systematic reviews to support the
literature’s account of contextual factors that need to be integrated into management research.

The importance of these issues is addressed by [17] who underline the use of systematic reviews
to enable transparency, inclusivity, heuristics, and explanation in the review process. Accordingly,
the importance of systematic reviews of the extant literature on SRFT related studies has been
previously emphasized [4] who highlight the benefits to the development of research in this area.
However, since Perego’s review [4], there has been little done to update the literature in this area
and a recent review [18], focuses more on the general urban logistics function rather than road
freight transport specifically. SRFT research requires targeted and collaborative synergies to address
the ubiquitous challenges faced and a systematic review of the data can give useful funneling for
identifying specific trends as well as collaborative scope in SRFT research.
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3. Methodology

The importance of a review protocol prior to conducting a systematic review of the literature and
cited its usefulness for mitigating biases in the review process has been emphasised [17]. The literature
review protocol was implemented in four stages, i.e., design, review, selection and analysis.

3.1. Design of Review Protocol

Accordingly, 3 review team members jointly developed a protocol with inputs from discussions
with academic and industry experts in road freight logistics within and outside the UK. The purpose
of this was to enhance the rigour and evidence base of the review outcomes. The protocol tied the
review objectives to the processes establishing the data sources, plausible databases, inclusion and
exclusion criteria, search string techniques and acceptance schedule (Table 1).

Table 1. Review Protocol.

Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria Databases Data Sources

Inclusion Exclusion
Taylor & Francis
Google Scholar
Science Direct
Web of Science
Sage
Emerald

Online (Soft)
Print (Hard)

Timeframe Between 2001 and February 2018 Outside 2001–2018

Type Peer reviewed Non-peer reviewed, books,
conference papers

Topic Road freight transport, road logistics,
sustainable road freight transport

Non-sustainability,
Non-road freight transport

Language English or English Translate Non-English

Reviewer’s Initials Paper no. Decision (Please tick)

Accept/Rationale Reject/Rationale

Search Technique Boolean, Verbatim and Word combinations:

The protocol was not considered a rigid guide and iteration supported modification as the
actual review process progressed. Although SRFT publications go back many decades, our focus
was on identifying contemporary and updated intervention mechanisms. The cut off timeline for
the review was initially set between the years 2001 and 2016 and later extended to 2018 (February),
following further reviews and feedback. This period coincided with uptake in technology as well as
commencement of the millennium development goals (MDGs), which underlined a global outlook
to sustainability across different sectors. Practical constraints relating to time, feasibility, access to
materials and review scope also informed the design and modification of the protocol. For example,
although we are aware of useful grey publications, we omitted these from the review due to
considerations on quality and reliability (peer-review process improves the value of the report) and
practicality (impossible to review all publications or gain access to regional publications across different
continents).

3.2. Review and Selection

Following the review and affirmation of the agreed review protocol, six databases; ScienceDirect®,
Emerald®, Taylor and Francis®, Sage®, Web of Science® and Google Scholar®, were identified as
suitable for conducting the literature search. This was informed by learning from similar literature
reviews and the need to represent the complexity of SRFT publications. Test searches revealed gaps
in scope of individual databases and we observed that the incorporation of more databases offered
greater opportunities for capturing the latitude of potential SRFT literature. Simple operator and
Boolean search methods were combined to execute the search using different phrases and strings to
implement the search.

In the first instance, the review process was designed to follow a funneling procedure, moving
from broad references to smaller and restrictive (Boolean) criterion as the review progressed. Search
strings and keys works including: “sustainable freight”; “green freight”; “road freight”; “sustain*
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freight”; “green freight*”; and “road freight*”, “sustain* logistics*”, were used to search these databases
with a combined yield of 2265 hits in 2016 and an extra 88 hits in 2018. After a review of titles and
over 300 abstracts from the first searches, a few adjustments were made to the protocol. For example,
the phrase “road freight” was removed from the ‘list of search strings’ due to its extremely large
sample when used by itself without ‘green’ or ‘sustainability’ included in the search. Boolean logic
was applied to combine keywords like “Road freight” and “sustain*”, improving the focus of the
returned results. In many instances, some of the results from these search strings failed to address any
sustainability issues and included other issues besides road freight transport. This led to the rejection
of 1158 papers, which were deemed irrelevant based on a 1st screen scanning of the titles and abstracts.
An important learning from this process was the critical role that titles, abstracts and keywords play in
influencing publication visibility and readership of peer-reviewed material.

Following further searches and ‘hit’ reviews, a decision was made to exclude Google scholar from
the ‘search database’ because of duplicity and source credibility. For example, a preliminary search
conducted using the ‘sustainable freight’ string returned just over a thousand results with Google
scholar accounting for over 90% of the results (Figure 1). Closer scrutiny of the results revealed that
over 200 of the results from Google Scholar were repeated on several occasions within the database
with varying citations from both peer-review and bogus sources. Furthermore, we established that
much of the ‘peer-reviewed’ references within the Google Scholar batch were already reported by the
other databases. Whilst it is plausible to suggest that the exclusion of the Google Scholar database may
raise questions about the scope of the evidence incorporated in the review, it was also important that
the review was conducted within robust but qualitative parameters. This is particularly important
when the “peer review” inclusion criterion is taken into consideration.
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Figure 1. Chart illustrating initial database ‘hits’ for “Sustainable Freight” string.

Progressively, search terms were replicated across the remaining databases with additional
strings used to streamline the searches. As captured by the protocol, the focus was on peer-reviewed
material in published sources and a total of 403 hits were returned across 8 re-organized searches.
After screening for duplicates and relevance, a total of 168 materials were accepted for further review.
A 3rd stage review of the abstracts, introduction and publication type saw an elimination of a further
54 materials which were books, conference proceedings or items that did not materially discuss the
related subject of “sustainability in road freight transport”. A total of 98 journal articles from 44 different
journal titles were finally accepted for inclusion in the review report (Figure 2 and Supplementary
Materials: Appendix A1.
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4. Analysis

Using the context, intervention, mechanisms, and outcome (CIMO) framework [17], each article
was carefully evaluated in line with the review objectives and we adopted a combination of content and
thematic analyses to review, interrogate, and organise the data for reporting (Supplementary Materials:
Appendix A1). Topics covered by the corpus extended across road freight transport performance,
design, and policy, highlighting the diverse literature spectrum. NVivo11™ [19] was used to query
and review the selected papers, exploring each paper in detail, identifying the principal focus of each
paper, key arguments, theoretical underpinnings, methodological design, and key findings. The coding
function on NVivo11™, was used to create and further query themes. Where we observed papers
as addressing multiple themes, we allocated them to the category where the predominant discourse
was aligned based on frequency of keywords used, authors’ depiction as content frequency, analogies,
and sorting. The use of NVivo11™ and multiple reviewers not only helped reduced perceptive bias,
NVivo11™ also supported the speed of the data query process to identify topical links, thematic
clusters, and alignments. For example, the frequency and cluster analysis tools in NVivo11™ were
used to identify key words and usage contexts, creating an objective output for further analysis. It was
also used to support our Jaccard co-efficiency testing to validate the emergent themes from the data.

The process was also influenced by previous knowledge about the literature on road freight
transport, for example we are conversant with papers from authors who examined the literature
to develop an online benchmarking tool for freight transport operations in the EU, Switzerland,
and Norway [20]; papers which investigated the use of ICT in road freight operations, highlighting CO2

emissions reductions and efficiency gains from the use of ICT in road freight operations [1,3]. This prior
knowledge contributed designation of themes although some reported themes were emergent from
the coding process.

To support the originality index of the extracted themes, we conducted a Jaccard coefficient similarity
test to distinguish the depth of correlation between the different themes [21]. The highest coding
similarities involved articles and codes discussing ICT, modality, and operations, with combinations
of 0.276 (ICT/modality), 0.143 (ICT/operations), and 0.115 (modality/others), respectively. With the low
similarity indexes between the different theme categories, we accepted the interpreted theme categories as
distinct themes capturing various intervention mechanisms from the reviewed literature.

In total, six themes were identified in the process: Policy, operations (design and process); modality
(uni-modality, co-modality, synchro and inter-modality); decoupling, ICT; and ‘others’ (land use, UCCs,
reporting, and measurement systems). Figure 3 shows the distribution of the articles according to the
intervening mechanisms that they addressed. Operations, policy and modality themes commanded
higher scholastic attention and accounted the majority of the 98 papers reviewed.
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Table 2. Intervention Themes, Key Authors, and Topics Summary.

Theme Key Authors Topics No.

Information and
Communications
Technology (ICT)

Wang et al., 2015; Sternberg et al., 2014;
Marchet et al., 2012; Davies et al., 2007

ICT use for CO2 reduction,
ICT use for intermodal transport, Efficiency
benefits of ICT use

9

Decoupling Alises et al., 2014; Liimatainen and Pollanen, 2013;
McKinnon 2007

Decomposition analysis, Impact evidence,
Policy roles, and impact 3

Modality Li et al., 2015; Macharis et al., 2011; Caris et al., 2008;
Winebrake et al., 2008

Dynamic modelling for intermodal freight,
Decision Support Systems (DSS) for
optimising intermodal freight, Energy and
emissions trade-offs in road freight,
Co-modality

14

Operations

Newnam and Goode, 2015; Li et al., 2015;
Midgley et al., 2015; Liimatainen et al., 2014;
Schiffer and Walther, 2018, Wang et al., 2014;
Palsson and Kovacs, 2014; Ando and Taniguchi, 2006

Socio-technical perspectives of externalities,
Alternative fuels,
Regenerative braking mechanics,
Management strategies, Time travel,
reliability, and routing

38

Policy
M’raihi et al., 2015; Stelling, 2014;
Ballantyne et al., 2013; Pieyck and McKinnon, 2010;
Eom et al., 2009; Dablanc, 2007; Steenhof et al., 2006

Emissions and influencing factors,
Stakeholder needs and local council
planning, emission ELKS factors and
planning horizons, cost measures and
practitioner approaches, decomposition
analysis, and modal shifts

23

Others Khorheh et al., 2015; Demir et al., 2014;
Islam et al., 2013; Carballo-Panela et al., 2012

Green corridors, congestion planning, land
use and urban freight, and performance
benchmarking tools

11

5.1. Intervention Themes

5.1.1. Operations

The operations theme represents interventions that focus on optimising SRFT operations through a
combination of equipment and process design initiatives. Articles in this category explored intervention
mechanisms across strategic, tactical, and operational levels. Topics relating to fleet management
strategies [22–25], routing [26–28], vehicular design and load utility [29,30], fuel type trade-offs [31–33],
and costs [34], were within this purview. Some of the main contributions in this area include the
importance of assigning the ‘right’ vehicle to the ‘right’ areas, advocating fleet management models that
account for environmental distinctions as a means for addressing CO2 emissions [22]. Other studies
identified significant energy index value (EIv) gains of 9–17% from modelling hydraulic controls using
the greedy optimization technique to investigate driving cycles, highlighting potential benefits heavy
goods vehicle (HGV) design as an SRFT intervention [29].

In terms of fuel choices and implications, Li et al.’s study provides useful insight into the
potential for alternative fuels in road freight operations [31]. They model consumption and demand
using a cost-optimisation strategy to forecast consumption, projecting long-term reliance on diesel
and gasoline fuels, which they estimate will still be responsible for over 70% of freight fuel by
2030. Of significant interest and implication for future research in this area, was the identification
that resource constraints for other fuel forms remained a principal limitation to bigger decline on
gasoline and diesel dependence. Although routing efficiencies remain of key concern to road freight
transport scholars, developing contributions in this area include modelling for routing optimisation,
Original Equipment Manufacturing (OEM) design insight, energy, and load decisions as well as the
development of DSS tools for routing and location planning [26]. The role of decision support tools to
aid management decision-making in terms of fleet vehicle selection and optimal combination strategies
is still an area with knowledge gaps on applications at different strategic levels.

Overall, we identified that an increasingly salient feature of many articles in this category was the
reference to, or combination with information systems technology elements as a fundamental of the
operations optimisation models. This was confirmed by the Jaccard coefficient results and underlined
elements of interrelationships between different themes [27,35,36].
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5.1.2. Policy

Policy captures State driven mechanisms for addressing road freight challenges. Critically,
interventions cover local, regional, and national levels of applications and this was interpreted
to involve more complexities compared to Decoupling strategies that were specifically national
or supranational in scope. Much of the literature in this category focused on the urban freight
problem [7,37–40]. Some key topical issues under this theme explored robustness of policy mechanisms,
for example one study advocate a ‘new stakeholder’ approach for addressing the urban freight problem
at local council levels [7]. This was to cater for conflicting objectives that often pitch businesses and
councils at opposing divides. Like Klumpp’s application of the Jevon paradox (rebound) theory to
examine SRFT failure reasons from an operations perspective [41], a previous study had reviewed
the USA environment and highlighted some crucial policy misconstructions in terms of the efficiency
metrics for road freight management advising;

“Policymakers should be careful when using existing freight elasticity estimates in the literature to
estimate the HGV rebound effect. Aside from general caveats associated with these indirect measures
of the rebound effect, freight elasticity estimates are influenced by a number of “factors of variability”
categorized by the specific nature of the shipping activity, the macroeconomic influences involved, and
the measurement tools used to assess elasticities. Ignoring these factors may lead to biased results
when applying the literature to a specific policy analysis case”—[12], (pp. 258)

The rebound effect refers to increased resource consumption because of relative efficiencies in
performance, i.e., the difference between projected and actual energy savings as a direct correlate
of increased efficiencies [12,42]. The arguments put forward suggests that policy makers need to go
beyond energy efficiency saving metrics to actual energy demand reduction measures. It is advocated
that measurement adjustments be made to policy projections for energy efficiencies in the road freight
sector, where rebound effects can be as high as 24%.

Similarly, another study models the same problem in Tunisia and explores policy strategies for
addressing the road freight emissions challenge [43]. They proffer a combination of incentivising
arrangements and fiscal strategies as useful for addressing these challenges. Furthermore, they compare
policy options in terms of decoupling as a mechanism for intervention as opposed to other incentivising
and fiscal arrangements, with a conclusion that the peculiar economic and political realities in the
context would significantly affect the viability of such a strategy. This point is particularly instructive
in the evaluation of strategic options for different countries, with developing economies less likely
to effectively pursue policy strategies that de-emphasize their main revenue and growth processes.
Another research saw modelled a policy quadrant to advance some policy directions for road freight
transport planning using empirics from Sweden [37]. Of keynote is the requirement for a combination
of legal, economic, societal, and knowledge instruments at national/local levels, which will support
direction, income, infrastructure, and behavioural adaptations, respectively required to meet future
targets. Some key contributions in this area include best practice collations, strategic planning tools,
and incentivising approaches for SRFT and cooperation amongst stakeholders.

5.1.3. Modality

The modality theme addresses the means and mode of transport employed to effect freight
mobility. Under this theme, the main topics focus on the combination with or substitution of road
freight transport with other modes of transport. In terms of substitution, the literature acknowledges
the critical qualities of flexibility, speed, and time from road freight transport, with implications
for last mile dependency on road freight for the foreseeable future [44–48]. However, the literature
presents a variety of modal combinations for addressing congestion, emissions, and cost concerns
unimodal road freight transport [46,49,50]. The terms ‘co-modality’, ‘multimodality’ and ‘synchro or
intermodality’ are used to represent modal options within the literature. Co-modality is defined as the
efficient use of different modes [51], whilst Ruiz-Garcia et al. differentiate between intermodality and
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multimodality, stating that multimodality implies using different transport modes and administration,
whilst intermodality refers to the integration of administrative and transfer process of freight shipment
across different transport modes [52]. Some operations aspects addressed in this category include
packaging designs, intermodal component requirements, and modal integration [47,50].

Intermodality is a central theme of the literature in this category; all the thirteen papers reviewed
under this theme discussed intermodality in some degree. This is perhaps driven by the rationale that
intermodality provides the most reasonable compromise for managing the emissions and congestion
challenge of road freight [53]. Rail and water modal combinations are considered as best complements
or alternatives for road freight transport although the literature acknowledges that for many shipments
from international sources, water freight transport is already an inalienable part of the freight transport
chain since it is the common export and import option for shipments between countries [48]. However,
the literature also notes intermodality as a complex model and highlights some common constraints
to its operationalisation: infrastructure [37,43,54]; decision support systems [50,54]; interoperability
and planning [10,52,55]; and transitioning implementation [48]. Contributions in this area include
costs modelling for different modal combinations, environmental benefits, and integration efficiencies
stemming from modal combinations.

Overall, the availability or investment in infrastructure like railways, jetties, hubs, and freight
corridors are prerequisites for modality-based interventions. The absence of these can undermine or
restrict the usefulness of modal interventions. Future directions in this area may focus on decision
support tools to aid transition, interoperability, and planning with significant elements of policy drivers
in this regard.

5.1.4. Decoupling

Unlike policy initiatives, decoupling as a policy strategy can only be pursued as a national or
supranational strategy mechanism and therefore excludes independent interventions at local council
levels [56]. Decoupling strategies established as national or supranational policy approaches, aimed at
separating economic growth from freight as a measure of curbing externalities from freight [6].

Traditionally, decoupling measures have focused on freight intensity (tonne-km), using modal
split, vehicle utilisation and emissions as metric units for GDP comparisons, economic planning and
forecasting [6,57,58]. Although results have been positive in countries like the UK and Spain, this is still
an emerging area within the literature and key concerns extend to its ‘emissions-shifting’ and measurement
metrics ambiguities. Additionally, its applicability as a viable mechanism in developing countries has
been rejected and recent political upheavals in Europe and the USA could further exert limitations on
strategies that de-emphasize manufacturing as a means of curbing freight externalities [43,57].

Perhaps a major contribution of studies in this area is the development of decomposition analysis
frameworks for investigating road freight and GDP correlations, contributing to progressive insight
and alignment between specific industry and freight intensity [6,56,57]. Freight policy strategists
at regional and national levels can benefit from these studies, with prospects of integrating context
specific economic structures for carbon reporting, haulage distances and modal choice splits into
existing GDP aggregate measures.

5.1.5. Information and Communications Technology

ICT accounted for ten (10%) of the articles reviewed although many of the other articles were
cross-themed with ICT. We constructed ICT to encompass both information systems (IS) and information
technology (IT), referring to combinations of hard and soft connectivity tools that support communication
exchanges, remote monitoring and performance management within freight transport operations [1,3,59].
Some papers adapt taxonomies for identifying and classifying road freight transport ICT systems, although
Wang et al.’s taxonomy provides the most comprehensive overview for deconstructing ICT mechanisms
for road freight transport operations [1,59].
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Accordingly, ICT is conceptualised as consisting of three main components, the software
components applications, including operating systems; the hardware components; and the information
component [1,51,59]. Addressing issues around connectivity, network relationship management,
enterprise processes, and asset management [3,60,61], ICT is commonly presented as positively
impacting road freight transport through operational efficiencies in road freight [1,62], providing
social benefits [3,10], cost reduction and effectiveness [55], driver working time, and administration
time reductions [3]. Critically, only Button et al. [10] and Sternberg et al.’s [3] papers explicitly addresses
the social aspects of ICT’s potential in terms of road freight transport sustainability. There is perhaps
more need for targeted research enquiries on the application of ICT to address social issues in road
freight transport.

The bulk of the literature focuses on environmental and economic aspects ICT use for road
freight transport sustainability [10,55,61–63]. The topical issues of ICT adoption drivers and barriers
is explored within the literature, with size, management capabilities, topologies, interoperability,
and industry structure emerging as some critical areas of concurrent research inquiries [51,59,63].
Some key contributions under this theme include safety, emissions modelling, and operations
integrations among freight stakeholders.

Despite the increased research uptake in this area, significant opportunities exist for contributions
around ICT mechanisms for achieving social sustainability measures as well as the development of
decision support system (DSS) tools for road freight efficiency and emission planning. We identified
that although there is a growing interest in the area of “big data” and “automated or driverless freight
transport”, none of the results in our search discussed these as key topics. This perhaps points to gaps
in the literature or limitations of publication abstracts and it is hoped that future research will address
these gaps.

5.1.6. Others

This generic category encompasses studies that focus on, performance and reporting tools [64,65],
land use and infrastructure [38,66], and freight transport reviews [44,67,68]. For example, the concept
of ‘green corridors’ as a Pan-European intervention mechanism for road freight transport sustainability
is addressed [66]. Green corridors require dedicated infrastructure for freight mobility, each of
which would incorporate inland waterways, road, rail, and shipping. As a strategy, ‘green corridors’
encompasses all of policy, ICT, intermodal and operations mechanisms that create dedicated freight
infrastructure frameworks that are ecologically and environmentally friendly. Additionally, one of
the papers, considers the infrastructure challenge from a more social perspective, exploring the illegal
use of parking bays and the implications for policy makers and managers, where illegal demand is
fuelling unauthorised parking with disruptive outcomes [38].

Finally, in terms of reviews, Khorheh et al., introduce an interesting perspective to the externality
problem, highlighting some direct and indirect impacts of road freight transport. They also highlight
taxation and incentive planning as some socio-economic mechanisms, in addition to information
technology and cultural instrumentations [44]. Their paper provides an extensive review of emissions,
discussing concurrent operational framework tools for managing emissions in road freight transport
and is comparable to a previous work [69]. Studies under this theme have contributed to research
guidance, strategic conceptualisations, and urban consolidation centre strategies.

5.2. Regional Context Implications

In terms of contexts and implications a coordinate analysis of the papers focused on identifying
the empirics of the papers or stated geographical locality of the papers reviewed (Table 3 and Figure 5).
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Table 3. Geographic distribution according to continental regions.

Distribution of SFT Research Focus
According to Continents

Count of Distribution of SFT Research
Focus According to Continents

Africa 4
Australia 4
Europe 63
Generic 13

North America 8
South America 1
South East Asia 5

Total 98
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As depicted by Figure 5, there is significant disproportionality in the regional coordinates of
the articles reviewed. Perhaps influenced by database locations and web analytics settings, Europe
unsurprisingly accounted for the majority (63) of the papers reviewed, however, there were interesting
patterns observed across the different categories reviewed. All the different intervention mechanism
themes had been examined within European contexts, with decoupling being the exclusive preserve
of Europe. All three papers that examined decoupling as a subject matter were based on European
empirics [6,57,70]. It may be useful for future research to explore how regional frameworks like the
European Commission or European Union are influencing policy at State levels in comparison to other
regional blocs outside of Europe. Further, the geographical differences observed provide a useful
justification for future research around benchmarking and best practice sharing from one country or
region to another. This area is yet to be explored in the literature and there may be opportunities for
impact in terms of transferable exchanges between firms in this area.

With regards to publication trend analysis, besides the geographical distribution trend discussed
above, no other specific predictive trend was apparent in the papers reviewed. For example, although
the earliest paper focused on ICT [10], there was a 7-year gap between that and the next ICT paper,
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however subsequent ICT papers did not follow any timeline specification. For the other themes,
we observed a closer distribution of publications across the different years. From 2002, operations
focused research seemed the most stable stream of research with an average of two papers per year,
although we observed that publications in this area have averaged four papers per year since 2014.
The decoupling stream seems to have lost traction, as there has been no publication since 2014. Perhaps
the notable pattern seems to be the steady decline in publications from a peak of 16 papers in 2014 to
six in 2017 (Figure 4). This underlines the need for more focused SRFT research.

Our categorisation also highlighted some heterogeneity between modality and operations.
For operations, routing and scheduling, facility planning, fleet design, and energy consumption were
the most common topics within the European literature [30,36,71]. In contrast, the only paper from
Africa that was reviewed under these categories explored a myriad of bottlenecks such as corruption,
insecurity, and infrastructure limitations to road freight operations in Nigeria [24]. There is scope for
future studies to explore and model optimal operations and modality frameworks for countries in
Africa and South America.

As depicted by Figure 3 and Table 4, policy and operations are the most common intervention
mechanisms for road freight sustainability. Although the literature suggests that European and
American contexts are more likely to produce SRFT research initiatives compared to Asian and
African nations [43,72], there are still knowledge gaps in relation to establishing factors that drive
sustainable road freight policies by way of comparative studies across different continental regions.
Additionally, whilst some policy papers highlight stakeholder engagement decision challenges [7],
none of the papers we reviewed were focused on addressing multi-criteria decision making problems
at policy level. This is an important yet emerging area of interest and future studies in this area may
hold useful learning for policy makers and researchers in terms of decision making optimization,
knowledge transfer, and cross-national collaboration.

Table 4. Pivot matrix of intervention themes per continental regions.

Intervention Mechanisms
Continental Regions

AF AS AU EU GN NA SA Total

Decoupling 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 3
ICT (Information & Communications Technology) 0 0 0 8 0 1 0 9
Modality (Inter and Co-modality) 1 0 0 8 3 2 0 13
Operations (Design and Process) 1 3 1 26 4 2 0 38
Other 0 1 2 5 2 1 0 10
Policy 2 1 1 13 4 2 1 23

Grand Total 4 5 4 63 13 8 1 98

ICT is increasingly gaining preference amongst management and researchers, who identify its
potential to support sustainable road freight across social, environmental, and economic frameworks [1,3].
Whilst papers that focus specifically on ICT as a freight intervention mechanism are limited, much of
operations and modality themed papers recognize the propensity of ICT to support initiatives in these
areas [61,73]. For example, Harris et al. linked the success of 33 EU intermodal framework projects to
ICT technology [51]. This position is consistent with the findings from previous studies [48,52], where the
successes of intermodal interventions were project as dependent on ICT breakthroughs. ICT offers a robust
scope for exploring the multifaceted challenges associated with road freight transport in terms of both
existing technology and the range of problems addressed. Whilst requiring significant cost investment to
implement, ICT offers benefits in terms of performance control and monitoring [59]. Control in the sense
that management have the complete command over its deployment and usage within their operations,
with extended benefit for society. Despite the costs, it provides a more attractive option for addressing
performance and sustainability issues within road freight operations.
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As a developing pathway within the interventions approaches, the literature in this area is
still relatively sparse, particularly regarding social outcomes from ICT deployment for road freight
transport sustainability. Case studies and related in-depth methodologies may be adopted to help
promote understanding on adoption drivers, barriers and derived benefits from ICT use for road
freight transport operations. Our findings highlight potential areas for future research contributions
by way of extending current models and approaches to South American, African, and Asian contexts.
Future research may adopt exploratory approaches to understand drivers and barriers to interventions
or their effectiveness in relation to contexts.

6. Conclusions

The aim of this paper has been to provide a concise overview of the extant literature on road freight
transport sustainability, identifying and categorising intervention mechanisms as well as reporting on
intervention alignments with continental regions. In addressing the two research questions, this study
has identified six theme categories (decoupling, ICT, modality, operations, policy, and others) within
which the extant literature on road freight transport sustainability can be characterized. Combining
content and thematic analyses approaches, extracted themes were subjected to Jaccard’s coefficient
similarity test in order to validate the originality of each identified theme. In this regard, we believe our
study has contributed to the future research design agenda in this area with clear pathways for future
studies to explore and make contributions in this contemporary, yet complex area of academic interest.

Most notably, the results of the systematic literature review revealed that over a third (thirty-eight)
of the papers reviewed featured research around operations (design and process). Often the main
contributions of articles falling under the operations theme were around matching the vehicle to the
specific area in which it operates, and utilising fleet management models for addressing emissions.
Similarly, policy driven mechanisms featured highly in the articles reviewed (twenty-three), although
with urban freight dominating the academic literature in this area, there is clearly opportunity for
future research to expand beyond the urban context.

The geographical distribution of the articles reviewed (2001–2018) was also particularly revealing,
highlighting that sixty-five percent of papers reviewed identified with Europe as their geographic
region. Furthermore, papers that identify with decoupling as a policy strategy intervention are
exclusively associated with Europe, although there has been no recent publication under this theme.
Perhaps there is opportunity for enquiries in this area, exploring the potential for implementing
decoupling strategies in North America and Asia. Also, future studies may investigate the effectiveness
of decoupling strategies across Europe as the UK prepares to depart from the European Union.

Furthermore, as per regional contexts and mechanisms, we noted correlations between mechanisms
and continental coordinates. Our continental analysis suggests that SRFT research has relatively low
international collaborative applications, a common problem with many sustainability practices that are
occurring in continental silos. However, we recognise that externality impacts are not always local and
perhaps more needs to be done to improve sustainable practices across different continents to drive
collective and effective impact that will improve our understanding of different interventions across
different contexts. We are confident that our findings make significant contributions in a complex field
of study by categorising the extant literature in some simple yet objective modus that will support the
development of the field as well as support future research classifications. These findings will act as further
stimulus for research in this area of SRFT.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at http://www.mdpi.com/2071-1050/10/6/1923/s1.
Appendix A (1 and 2) contain details (schedule of reviewed papers and search log records) that are supplemental
to the main text and have been referenced in the discussion. The information within the appendix can be crucial
to the understanding of the themes discussed in the paper.
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